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Imaginary Friends 
Kate Montague 
Script, draft 1 
2/8/12 
 
V/O 
I grew up on a farm outside a small town in south-west NSW called The Rock. I had 3 
older sisters but there was bit of an age gap between us so while they were away at 
school, much of my time was spent mucking about on the farm. This might sound 
like a lonely childhood, but it was great, I had lots of friends, and we were always 
busy getting up to stuff….. 
 
Mum 2:55  
Boy was the rough and tumble friend b/c he used dump you under the water in the 
bath, I can still remember going in one day and you were under the water, you 
pounced back up again and shouted to Boy to stop doing to it you... and under you 
would go again, so there was this game where he seemed to be dunking you under 
the water. so Boy was def rough and tumble..  
 
Dad (0:34) 
Well you had an IF friend called Boy, who probably appeared around 3.... he just 
appeared in your conversations one day, and we soon realised he was figment of 
your imagination. And he used to slide in and out of conversation for probably 12 
months or so…. 
 
Mum 3;25 
he did seem to have pride of place in your world for quite a while, he’d have seats at 
the table... we'd sit on him and have to move, he got to join the family at the table, 
so he was a fairly important one in this world… 
 
 
Dad 5:36 
I remember I used to ask you about Boy, cause we thought it was really amusing, 
Because we had this crazy kid who had an IF (laughing) so we used to ask about it, 
cause it was amusing thing but I can’t remember details of it anymore. …. 
 
Emma 6:58 
I think actually Boy appeared when I went to boarding school and I’m sitting here 
thinking maybe he was a replacement for your older sister! (laughs)… maybe not. 
 
v/o  
this is my sister Emma 
 
I do remember with amusement coming home at holidays and you having Boy and I 
remember him sitting on the chair, … in fact I remember being a little bit pissed off 
really b/c he always sat on the brown chair and I used to be a pissed off, cos I though 
it was a ploy for you to sit there but you didn’t, and what a waste of a seat! But we 
all played along with it..  
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Emma 7;56 
But I wondered sometimes I wondered whether he appeared at times when perhaps 
he was going to have a big impact.... hah . Maybe that was the perspective of a self 
centered 13 year old though.. 
But he was a source of slight irritation to me… 
 
v/o 
It’s hard to say what memories of Boy are my own or what ones are products of 
hearing the stories from my family over the years, but I feel like I have clear memory 
of what he looked like. He was a small boy, probably around my age, 3 or 4, brown 
hair, blue shorts, white t-shirt.  
During this time there someone else on the scene too..  
 
Mum 3:45 
Kora came along as well, maybe a little later…Kora was much more of the feminine 
companion, your alter ego, another part of you, she was quite co-operative, 
sometimes it was unclear who was who, swap places, she was like a twin, something 
like that, like an alter ego, another part of you, but separate to you a lot of the time 
and then you would periodically say you were Kora, and dad used to call you Katy 
Kora  
 
Dad 11;13 
My recollection is that Kora was your alter ego, that she was somebody that took 
your personage, when you were Kora we were talking to Kora, we weren’t’ talking to 
Kate, you were not Kate  
(cut bits here?) 
You used to walk around and we’d say ‘Kate what are you doing?’ and you would say 
"I'm Kora” 
So it got to the stage where It was quite a long period that I called you Kora, for a 
long long time, right up until you a teenager, So the two, from my POV, the two were 
interchangeable. But from your point of view you were Kora when you weren’t Kate  
 
Dad 12:26 
One recollections is you had a pram and a long flowing dress on , an old skirt of Jill’s, 
and I asked what you were doing, and you said "I'm Kora" like I had spoken to the 
wrong person, you had drifted off into your own little game. …From my point of view 
it was just an amusing characteristic of my youngest child. 
 
v/o 
To be Honest, I hadn’t thought of Boy or Kora for a long time. But recently my four 
year-old son Otto, got a new friend- Puppy. Puppy probably arrived soon after the 
birth of Otto’s little sister. And much like Luka, Puppy’s transition into the family was 
a slow but natural one. A bit like they had always been there.  
I actually didn’t think twice about my son playing with an imaginary dog until other 
people starting asking questions like “so who is this Puppy character?” Then I started 
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to think about it a bit more. I remembered my own imaginary friends and I started to 
think about what role these invisible folk had played in my life and now, in Otto’s 
I decided to talk with other people who had their own imaginary friend experiences. 
This is Bettina….. 
(note, this could all be cut shorter to be more much more concise but it would be 
good hear it). 
 
Bettina 00:46 
“I was born in Hungary and I was living in a little village up to age of 7, my mum was 
a single mum, we were living with my grandparents, I was an only child, and that was 
the time ... I was around 5 or 6 when I started playing with my IFs and that lasted, 
that lasted to early teenage hood but wasn’t as intense as when I was younger...” 
 
Bettina 01:50 
I think there were 5 of them... In my mind I rank them according to some kind of 
hierarchy, based on intellect, you know as a child you have a very simple conception 
of qualities, so I thought some are smart, some are stupid, that's how it was.....” 
 
Bettina 02:38 
So there was a Boy,  
(me) So where in the hierarchy? 
At the bottom level, there was a boy, I even gave him a name, Micky in Hungarian, 
that could translate to Michael in English, and I think I got his character from a boy 
that I went to pre school with, it wasn’t that boy, but I built his character on that 
naughty not so smart little boy. 
Then there, at the second level, / stage, there was couple, boyfriends and 
girlfriends…… 
they were couple, they loved each other, the boy was slightly smarter than the girl, I 
don’t know,  that was my understanding, I think I was a bit sexist as a child, the 
second level was this girl, and a little bit higher was this boy, her boyfriends...  
I think Agnes was the girl and the boy I don’t clearly ... Peter, common names, but I 
don’t clearly remembering, the girl Agnes I remember' 
And then the next was another couple, a stage smarter, again the girl came before 
the guy... the boy was smarter,  
So these were the 5 charters, a boy, a loner, the stupidest, then a girl, her boyfriend, 
then a girl and her boyfriend, so that was the team… 
 
Bettina 6:00 
because I used these characters to role play, I would take on diff characters to have 
competitive games. I would pretty much play the same game which would be 
throwing a ball to the wall, and not catching it but using your hands to bounce it 
back, and I would count how many times you could do that before dropping the ball, 
and I would play each character starting from the bottom, and I had the aim, b/c the 
smartest has to win, so my aim to always better, in order to make the best charter 
win…. 
 
Bettina 7;00 
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but if they didn’t win how they were supposed to be, I would get frustrated and 
make up excuses say that's ok, that was just a preliminary, that wasn’t the real thing, 
just practice, the real thing comes now.... and if they still didn’t win, I would make up 
more... little excuse, that's ok you have to add up the team.... I would just make up 
some excuses to make sure the person who I would imagine to win.. 
 
Bettina 7;50 
And I would have romantic ... not stories, but obviously there was 2 couples, when 
the boys was playing, the girl were cheering... so there was a bit of competition and 
a bit of romance.. 
 
Bettina 8;19 
It always a competitive game, sometimes I would change the task, but the ball task 
was the one I always played on everyday basis for years, I would just keep playing 
with that ball, throwing it at the wall and counting how many times I could that.... 
 
v/o 
I also spoke with Japser, who’s imaginary friends are still very active in his life. 
 
Jasper 43:21 
My name is Jasper, I am 6 and I have 1 million imaginary friends  
 
Jasper 1:40  
So do they have names? (me) 
Yes 
Can you tell me some of their names? 
 
Jasper 1:58 
Well, could I do 2? 
Ok. 
Tiny, 
Because he is very tiny, he is in my pocket, and listening, actually no he’s not in my 
pocket he fell down out of a hole in pocket…. 
 
Jasper 2:45 
Maybe next time he should get in this other pocket without a hole… 
Another one is enormous because he is really big 
 
Jasper 3:10  
He’s as big as that tree… 
 
Jasper 3:35 
he has a red top and blue pants and a wears an E, a gold colored E on his top… 
 
Jasper 4:18 
Do Enormous and Tiny ever play together? 
Yes they're best friends, even though they are completely opposite. 
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And want to know what? Sometimes when Tiny goes into Enormous pocket it's really 
fun because it’s like playground to him, it’s a really big pocket, almost nothing fits 
into Tiny’s pocket, and Enormous definitely doesn’t fit. 
 
 
Bettina 13;54 
I actually found a picture of me playing with the ball..... my mum took that on a 
holiday, it was on holidays.... camera only used on special occasion. 
That picture brings back the memory of playing with the ball and with the IF… 
My Mum would say "you were always playing with that ball. 
I remember as a grown up I think I told her you know why I was playing with the ball, 
be/c I imagines... she said she had no idea, “I never understood how you could play 
for hours just banging it to the wall.” 
The reason was there was a purpose, there was a competition, there was a social 
interaction, it wasn’t just a physical exercise, it was social, emotional, little, 
experience.... 
 
v/o 
(voice over here needs to bridge the idea of IFs being play companions with also 
being a way of overcoming loneliness.) 
Boy and I were always busy. We would ride our bikes, play tennis (also against a 
brick wall), climb trees, build cubbies and collect sheep knuckles from under trees in 
the paddocks. Sometimes when we needed the numbers other imaginary friends like 
Sharon and Michael would join in too. It was very social time really. And now I look 
back on it, having these imaginary friends was probably a great solution to any 
loneliness I might have otherwise had. 
 
Bettina 15;20 
So how I looked on that picture.. I was wearing shorts, long hair in a pony tale, very 
skinny girl, as an objective outsider now, I see that lonely little girl without sister or 
brother so she is making up all these friends….. 
 
v/o 
I talked with Japser’s Mum Casey 
 
Casey 20:22 
I’m Casey Ankers I have a six year old son named Jasper Howie 
 
Casey 3:37 
(me) Do you think it’s helped Jasper? 
I think it's helped jasper a lot. If you talk to him about why he has IF, he’s pretty clear 
about it being so he doesn’t get lonely. He could be described as an odd child... very 
bright etc but socially he’s not as engaged. He’ll say that he has IFs so he doesn’t get 
lonely. I can see that he has experienced loneliness and this is what he come up with 
to solve that 
 
Casey 5:28 
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he feels as if he has friends to share his imagination with and his time, I think that’s 
helpful for him. 
 
Casey 7;35 
(me)Have they enriched your life in any way?  
Its reminded me a bit of my childhood, that joy of being able to create something 
out of nothing, not being lonely, it’s reminded me of that and it’s pretty lovely. We 
take his friends really seriously as if its’ really real and take our cues from jasper, I 
think as parent it’s really important to support their imaginary life and it’s important 
not to be dismissed. 
 
v/o  
I think about Puppy and what a good friend he is. The other night Otto woke from a 
nightmare yelling about a wolf that was trying to eat him and while I gave him a pat 
and told him it was just a dream, he then turned to me and said, “It’s ok now Mum, 
Puppy is out on the front verandah barking very loudly so the wolf’s won’t get in 
anymore” In a way Puppy is like our parenting wing man, ready to back us up in 
times of need. He is also full of wisdom…  
 
Otto  (Otto 2)  12:49 
(me) Can you tell me how is Puppy a good friend?  
His Mum and his dad helps him to be good that's all. 
(me) how do they do that?  
they say, stop Puppy, you cant hit your sister. 
(me) yeah right, does he hit his sister sometimes? Is that Toto? 
But if the sister brokes his vehicles, 
(me) Ok, so he hits his sister if she broke the vehicle... 
(me) So what does Puppy do then.. 
he pats her and says  
"Toto, no more breaking me vehicles!" (in Puppy voice)  
 
Casey 9;08 
Did you ever have IFs? (me) 
I had Imaginary horses and a very rich Imaginary life, a rich other life that was not 
the life I had, that was really good, got me through a lot of rough patches…  
 
Jasper 34;00  
so when you go to your real school do you play with play with real friends. 
 
Yep, but sometimes I play with my IFs too, especially when no one else wants to play 
with me. 
The usual person who plays with me at my real school is Joshua,  
he's my best friend. 
 
Japser 34;57  
Do you include Joshua in games with your IFs? 
Nope 
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I have enough fun playing with him. Should we get back to my IF now? 
And my IF are lots of fun. …… 
(fade to v/o) 
 
v/o  
What I loved about talking with Japser was being reminded of the magic of being 
able to see the real world through the new and exciting lens of imagination, and just 
how expansive this can be. 
 
Japser 15;07- 17:19 
What are some of the things you and enormous can do? 
 
I hop on top of him I can see all over the land, including other countries 
I can see the whole of the world until the horizon. 
And when Big is on top of enormous and I am on top of big I can see past the 
horizon, I can see even more 
(me) What's beyond the horizon, what do you see? 
I see other countries with IFs just the same as mine except they are different 
countries ones, they habitat diff countries......? 
So sometimes ones form other countries…and sometimes they can see our 
countries. 
can you visit the other countries? 
Nope, not until we build a boat, but the countries are a long way apart I don’t know 
if we could get enough food, 
it will take about a while year to get all the food 
and sometimes we might have to eat a bit making it a even longer time.. so I don’t 
know if I could get to another country…. 
 
v/ I spoke with Gina who also had her own imaginary friend of sorts when she was a 
kid… 
 
Gina 8;24  
(note- this could be cut down tighter) 
When people say IFs as in I has this person in the playground, I never had that, I had 
brother.... not that I remember but I did have ... it;'s one of those things I hadn't 
thought about for years years until a friend made me think about it a couple of years 
ago I remembered and thought that is so weird!! 
I must have been about 6 or 7, I know that it was this girl, who lived in like a middle 
eastern country like Iraq or a some sort of war torn country, I know, it gets weirder,  
 
v/o this is Gina... 
 
we used to swap bodies, she would inhabit me... I don't know what would happen to 
me… she'd come into my body and I would know and then I'd kind of, the reason 
why, would be to give her a break b/c my life was so luxurious and her's was so 
horrible and she would have a holiday in my house with my family in my body, yeah 
so I'd walk into the kitchen as her and I ... my mum would be chopping or something 
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and would say "can you get the milk" or something and I would pretend I didn't 
know what the fridge was and she would be like "hurry up, get the fridge..." and I'd 
be like... and then the actual me would get it b/c otherwise she would think I'm 
strange..….. 
Gina 10;39 
As soon as they said something would have to actually to do something, I would just 
snap out of it… laughs). Very odd, very very odd. She would explore the garden and 
just relax really… 
 
Gina 12;42 
It's sort of a strange concept b/c you would def be you, b/c I was me, see I'm talking 
in 2nd person... I would walk around and look at things and feel things, and walk 
around the house and look in diff bedroom, as if it was all real, touch the bed 
spreads, felt petals and flowers and look at the sky, and this girl who lived in a 
desolate place had never seen this and could relax and enjoy herself... I think I 
remember vividly being really embarrassed when I had to interact with my family as 
her, I could only hold out for one or two of questions and then I would break... 
 
v/o 
All these imaginary worlds were so great I started to wonder why they had to end. 
Why do we let go of our imaginary friends? 
 
Gina 18;00 
I don’t know if it ends, maybe you have more responsibility to do things, I guess 
school is kind of restricting, b/c you are aware of other people and you have 
obligations at school so maybe that... Like the years between 0 to 5, you’re typically 
in a supportive environment. You’re given that space to explore and think b/c your 
world is so small. so I don’t know maybe it’s just that. I think it’s just other 
obligations, that can inhibit you being able to indulge… 
 
Bettina 16;10 
I remember thinking, already consciously that it's just wrong, its embarrassing, I 
shouldn’t be doing that.... so I must have been around at least 12…. 
17;20  
then I got a little puppy actually, so maybe that was around the time I got the Puppy, 
that I didn’t play with the IF b/c I would play with puppy…..then after I turned 10 or 
11, then I started to have real friends, got to the park a bunch of people and play… 
 
Casey 5;39 
(me) Do you see him growing out it? 
 
I’ve been wondering this….When he will grow out of it, will it take him getting a real 
friend, will be an age thing, will he talk himself out of it cos he's too old for it, I'm not 
sure how it will end, if it will end.. maybe it won’t he might have them when he’s 20! 
 
Casey 7;10  
(me) do you feel like you might get a bit of sadness, will you miss these people? 
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I think so, cos they have provided jasper with a really rich life, he's had adventures 
and intricate parties that he’s had to organise and juggle with his Imaginary life that 
if they go I think it will be a bit sad. 
 
v/o 
But in the mean time Jasper has it all sorted out with his imaginary cycle of life…. 
 
Jasper, 12;03  
On their 20th birthday they just die and they come alive at the age of one. 
 
Jasper 25;12   
But when they die when die on their 20th birthday, sometimes they don’t come 
back... usually the next day, but depending on how many problems they have had in 
life sometimes it’s even a whole week before they come alive again. and we never 
know how long it will takes until it happens. …… 
 
Jasper 25;52  
So when they go away and die when they come back when they’re one, how do you 
feel when you see them as a one year old again? 
Happy that they’re alive again… and want to know what?... 
And they always remember everything from all their before lives. 
 
v/o 
I’m afraid that Boy’s ending was not so poetic…. 
There’s a bit of double up here but I like to hear it and cut it right back)  
Dad 1:11 
….he eventually departed the scene after I sat on him on a chair one night.. you said 
"don’t sit there! Boy’s sitting there .I sprang up and we rescued Boy and I think he 
went to hospital and that was the last we heard of him.. 
 
Dad 1;46  
It was in front of the fire, there a leather lounge chair which was empty which where 
I used to sit, and I sat and you screamed..."don't sit there, boy’s sitting there , so I 
flew up and anyway." 
you rescued... we didn’t really talk about it… 
I said can I sit down now? And you said yes. My recollection is that we didn’t talk 
about it for a while and a couple of weeks went by and 
we would ask how he was going you said he went to hospital and I donlt remember 
you saying that he’d died just he’d gone to hosital, and then he just faded out of the 
conversation really. 
 
Dad 4;38  
I don’t precisely remember you saying that he was dead, but then somebody did tell 
me that I’d killed him, or not that I’d killed him but he was dead, so I guess the fact 
he was dead after I sat on him meant that I killed him! (Laughs)  
  
(Me) did you feel terrible? 
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Well no, I was amused, and you didn’t seem to all that upset about Boy dying so, no 
no I didn’t feel like I'd actually killed somebody. (Laughs) 
 
Mum 29;20  
it might have been that you were a bit over him b/c life was moving on and you were 
at pre-school and you had a busy life, you might have felt you didn’t need him now 
you all these other friends…. You might have been ready to dismiss him You might 
have set dad up beautifully and put him in it, make him the baddie, you can sit on 
him, and injure him, put him in hospital, and we'll polish him off. That would have 
been not an unexpected embellishment that I think you would have brought in to 
have a nice dramatic ending.. 
 
v/o  
I think I will miss Puppy when his time comes. I realise how I have grown quite 
attached to him myself. He’s great company, a great playmate for Otto and I think it 
would be nice to have him around for at least a few more years. When I was asking 
Otto about Puppy the other day he said. “Mum, he’s Imaginary”. I panicked, thinking 
I’d asked too many questions and I was going to be responsible for the 
disappearance of Puppy, that I would kill the magic and mark the end of an era!  
 
But, there is something I haven’t even really told my family. That is, I had imaginary 
friends right up till I was probably a teenager. Boy might have died, but others 
stepped into his place. They were often borrowed from real friends I had at school 
but in their invisible form they were still great friends to get about the farm with. 
And of course, there were a few very lovely boyfriends…I asked Bettina about this 
 
Bettina 18:48 
(me) So if the staple 5 disappeared around the age of 11 or 12, do you think you had 
any imaginary friends similar manifestations or in your teen or adult life ever? 
This bit needs to be cut back but would like to listen to it… 
Bettina 19;10  
I would imagine boyfriends, I was ... up to age of quite late, even up to 17 , 18, b/c I 
only started dating around 18 and a lot of my their friends matured earlier and 
would have boyfriends and I would envy them and would imagine what it would be 
like, I would imagine I would have one... I would dress that Imaginary boyfriend with 
good traits, good looking, smart, as I was getting older, I would imagine that he was 
a famous actor, so that my other friends would see me and be like "wow, you’re 
going out with him!...  
 
Bettina 20;33 
its more like imagining situations, I would imagine the emotional comfort I would 
imagine how he makes me feel, to have somebody in your life, it made me feel good 
about myself when I imagined myself in that situation, but I didn’t have clear 
conversation… 
 
Bettina 24;53 
(me) What about in your adult life? 
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I would, similar whenever I was single I would imagine a boyfriend and what we 
would do.. I remember imagining, before I met my husband, at that stage I when I 
was single.. I was really, just felt that I was going to meet the right person and it was 
going to be... before I was going out with guy.... I felt I wasn’t getting enough and I 
had much more to give, I felt there was much bigger to come... after that ended I 
fantasised about what ‘the one’ would come and what it would be  I fantasized 
about meeting this guy, running down, walking on the beach, holding hands, sun is 
shining, picturing this idyllic romantic setting..... 
 
Bettina 26;25 
(me) and what happened when you met Goran? 
Goran was actually, a romantic little experience and I thought ... it’s just my dreams 
coming true! I had a similar, and even better emotions than what I imagined…  
 
v/o  
So I guess if Otto’s imaginary friend puppy was to go away, there is probably more to 
come, what ever that might be! 
In the mean time, it’s just nice having little Puppy around.  
 
I was loading the pram into the boot of the car the other day and Otto yelled out 
‘Mum, Puppy needs to get in the boot, don’t close the door” 
I naturally fell into my farm voice, gave a quick whistle and said firmly 
“common puppy, get in.” 
I hadn’t noticed the line of workmen on the footpath beside us. One was watching us 
and had a good laugh. 
A bit flustered, I smiled. I closed the boot, went and buckled Otto in (who was 
pleased that I was taking care of ‘All’ of them’, and I got in the car 
“Alright, are we all ready to go” 
Yep said Otto 
Yep said Puppy in a high pitch squeak. 
 
 


